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ACTION PLAN for VE INTEGRATION 
& Accreditation of VE 

 
You’ve done the preparational work, so now it is time to compile your 

acquired knowledge and complete the Action Plan for Integration 
& Accreditation of VE. 

Make sure to list at least 3 key action points that you can follow up with 
immediately, to motivate yourself and your colleagues to make your plan 

a reality!

See some examples of Action Plans completed 
by various practitioners here.
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WORKSHEET

VE SCENARIO REMINDER

Blended
VE as a preparatory or follow-up activity to physical mobility;

VE as an intertwined component of physical mobility;

Virtual only
VE as a stand-alone learning activity;

VE as a component of a course (traditional or online).

NAME INSTITUTION role



Challenges & Needs

Which needs & challenges does your institution have 
that VE could solve? Who is affected by these needs 
or challenges? Why are these important?

Context

Which strategies and policies exist at your institution 
that can aid your VE vision? Are policies and strategies 
being developed into which you could fit VE?

VE Solution

What type or scenario of VE is the best fit to your 
proposed solution? How does the solution link to the 
problem? 

Benefits

Why are we doing this? What do we intend to achieve? 
What are expected benefits & outcomes (financial / 
non-financial)?

Stakeholders

Who are the stakeholders? What are their key inter-
ests and issues? What is the current status of your 
engagement with them? Divide them into champions 
& detractors. 

Direct action points

List concrete and tangible action points. Order them 
based on priority. Set deadlines. Assign responsibility. 
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	Text Field 18: If needs are understood as goals, important points are mentioned in the strategies. (see right column)Specific challenges in this overall context for which teaching in the COIL/VE format can be helpful are, for example:- Increasing the number of outgoing students and building bridges between incoming and outgoing mobility-Expansion of virtual mobility worldwide, but especially also within the framework of university partnerships and cooperation within the European Digital UniverCity Alliance EDUC as well as strategic partnerships with non-European universities.-Internationalisation of teaching "is a cross-sectional task of university management, faculties and central and scientific institutions" (Internationalisation strategy (2020-24).Internationalisation is important in order to ;> increase the quality, competitiveness, diversity of studies, teaching and research > promote openness to the world, intercultural exchange and a welcoming culture> increase the visibility and attractiveness of the UP
	Text Field 22: Good conditions for COIL/VE based on central documents and strategiesDigitisation, internationalisation of teaching and learning through the implementation of innovative teaching-learning formats (e.g. COIL/VE) and through global topics are part of the Internationalisation strategy (2020-24 ), and of the University Development Plan as well as UP's Higher Education Contract with the state of Brandenburg.Many of the goals and values written down in the Mission Statement of Teaching and Learning can be represented or achieved through teaching in the COIL/VE format (career-oriented, future-relevant competences, student-centredness, personality forming, interdisciplinarity, working on important cross-disciplinary topics, making research processes tangible...).The E-Learning strategy is currently being revised, but it will also mention the internationalisation of teaching as an area of activity.Specific goals in the sense of concrete measures are not stated in the documents mentioned above.
	Text Field 23: With reference to the above-mentioned goals and challenges of the University and the different fields of action, the promotion of different VE scenarios is necessary. All scenarios have their specific potentials and can contribute to the achievement of the goals.For the work of COIL.UP, however, the focus will be on VE as a component of a course (traditional or online), as this is the most common format internationally. Supporting individual projects is costly, but has the potential to raise broad awareness of the diversity of international teaching and to foster the emergence of a possible community of committed teachers.This is complemented by the promotion of similar formats as well as virtual mobility offers (What is VM?) within the framework of EDUC. In this context, the purely quantitative aspect of student mobility will probably be served more strongly than by COIL.UP in the coming years.Since 2022, the university has been trying to make Blended Scenarios (DAAD Blended Intensive Programs) more widely known. They are a good way to combine the advantages of COIL/VE and face-to-face teaching and learning.As far as I know, VE as stand-alone programmes are not yet known at the university/management level, but their possibilities and benefits need to be discussed and, at best, tried out. However, financial resources may be required for student participation.
	Text Field 24: “Because it does not work without!” (Students voice on the question “Why COIL?”; Workshop Teaching Day@University of xx)The answer to the why-question depends on the perspective. From the students' perspective, the development of multiple future-proof competences is in the foreground. This, as well as the development of responsible attitudes towards the global challenges, should also be the goal of teachers and of a university as an educational institution. This is anchored in the strategies, but for the university management, also other benefits are important, which are more on the economic (quantitative) level (attractiveness/visibility, competitiveness, increase in outgoing/incoming, international rankings).With regard to the promotion and implementation of COIL/VE teaching projects, the self-set target is 10 projects in 2022 and 15 projects in 2023.
	Text Field 25: CHAMPIONS - MEDIUM PRIORITY:Management Level and Central Institutionsmanagement level of faculties, departments and central institutions whose cooperation is important but with whom good contacts exist at working level (IT Centre, Public Relations Office, Data Protection Officer, Deans of Studies, E-Learning Coordinators, Quality Management Advisors …)Maintain contact, involve in projects and strategic planning, communicate news, mentioning appreciatively and publicly on appropriate occasionsBoardsIn which COIL.UP is a member (Advisory Board for Internationalisiation)CHAMPIONS HIGHEST PRIORITY:Teaching StaffInterested teachers (motivate, provide maximum support, guide their first projects)Experienced teachers for community building (recognition, exchange of experience, practical examples)Teachers I don’t know yet ;-)Management LevelOpen-minded, benevolent, interested, actively supportive management level of faculties, departments, central institutions (Language Centre, International Office) and chairs (some to be defined)in areas where COIL/VE has some perspectives for expansion (e.g. Center for Teacher Education and Educational Research)or where there are overlaps in target groups and goals > Professional Development (Potsdam Graduate School/International Teaching Professionals Programme; Network Study Quality Brandenburg (Higher Education Didactics)Mid-level/Advisory Staff"Brains and right hands": assistants, advisors at management levels - those who know everything and are well networked (e.g. at Vice President International Affairs Office, Internationalisiation Officers at Faculties) Staff members who are involved in relevant sub-tasks or are responsible for important sub-areas (e.g. VM/VE within EDUC Alliance; Summer Schools@International Office, DAAD Project@Teacher Education)DETRACTORS - LOWEST PRIORITY(Upper) Management LevelReduction in teaching load as the most effective means of promoting COIL/VE is known to the University management, but it is said to have no chance of implementation at the current timePermanently disinterested stakeholders > instead, attract staff on lower levelsDETRACTORS HIGH PRIORITY: Management Level@Faculties/Departments., Chair holdersthose departments with subjects that are requested for cooperation by potential partners - where first impressions or previous experiences show reluctance or no clear interestwhere curriculum of a study programme leave little or no space for “on top” learning/teaching activities
	Text Field 26: MAIN GOALS FOR 2022/23Expansion of the Cross Campus Network to promote COIL/VE (year-round).Committed and interested lecturersStaff of relevant institutions, boards, networks and projects (International Office, Advisory Board for Internationalisation,  Graduate School, Centre for Language Learning and Key Competences)Decision-makers and staff at faculty level (internationalisation officers, lecturers, deans of studies, e-learning coordinators)Promotion ofCOIL/VE as an innovative teaching/learning formatfunding opportunities and support offersIdentifying specific needs in facultiesEstablishment of effective communication structures with most important stakeholdersCONCRETE ACTIONSMeetings with stakeholders with whom no firm, established contacts exist yet (End of 2022)Production of a promotional video with active teachers, student voices and reference to support services (January 2023)2nd Info-Event on COIL/VE at UP and Announcement/Preparation of KoUP-Funding Line Dec. '22 (early October)COIL/VE-Event/Workshop with external expert/guest speaker (Nov. '22)Develop and conduct a survey among teachers to identify previous activities and analyse needs (Spring 2023)Continuous development of information and materials on the COIL.UP websiteInitiation, support and monitoring/guiding of COIL projectsDiscussingrecognition of COIL/VE activities and developing a certificate for teachers (w VP International and COIL/VE ambassador, first half of 2023)ways and instruments of monitoring COIL/VE/VM w active stakholders (EDUC Potsdam, International Offices, Faculties Management, COIL-Ambassadors) and establish permanent communication channels (until end of 2022)Concept development for establishing of a Learning Community of Practice for EDUC-Partners as well as for the COIL-Community UP together with EDUC-Pedagogical Engineer of the University of Potsdam (End of October 2022)


